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Plasmodium life cycle



(Bozdech et al., 2003)

Intraerythrocytic 
Developmental 
Cycle (IDC)

75% of the genes are 
activated only once 
during the IDC



Motivations

•  Study the response of the parasite to a drug/
stress at the transcriptome level

• Work with synchronized colonies
• Questions: 

– Is there a response?
– If yes, which genes / pathways are involved?



Application 1: HbAS

•  Blood of HbAS heterozygous patients with 
drepanocytosis

•  Compare low oxygen pressure G+ vs normal 
conditions G- in HbAS blood.
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Application 2: ART

• Artesunate is part of the artemisin group of 
anti-malarial drugs

•  Follow the effect of artesunate injection

ART+
ART-

Start +1h30 +3h +6h +10h



Experimental setup

T0

Treatment starts
(synchronized colonies)

T1

Comparative hybridization
+ microarray analysis



Results for HbAS

Start +2h +4h +6h +8h +10h +12h
G+
G-

Many genes!



But…



No treatment
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Treatment with effect on a gene
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Treatment with effect of the cell 
cycle speed
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The Valid experiment

•  4 experiments (x 4 arrays) to assess the 
effect of pure age shift

• No treatment



Results for the Valid experiment
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Problem

• Most treatments of interest have an effect 
both on the gene expression and on the cell 
cycle speed

•  Can we isolate these individual effects?
• Our strategy

– Use a reference IDC (e.g., de Risi’s)
– Estimate the age of each population
– Remove the time shift effect based on the 

estimated ages



Age estimation

•  Problem: given a comparative hybridization 
data, estimate the age T(red) and T(green) 
of both channels

• Method 1 (single-channel): estimate each 
channel separately

• Method 2 (double-channel); estimate both 
channels simultaneously

•  Both methods require a reference cell cycle



Reference cell cycle estimation



Method 1: single channel

Pros: do not require both channels to be synchronized (e.g., 
one pool is ok); no constraint on the amount of phase shift.

Cons: the log-intensity per channel varies a lot!



Method 2: double-channel

Pros: works with M (more reproducible that log(intensity)).

Cons: Both channels must be synchronized; t1 and t2 must 
be different enough; allowing a scaling factor is necessary 
but dangerous.



Results: single-channel



Results: double-channel



Age estimation: summary

•  Single-channel outperforms double-channel
•  Single channel + offsetscale leads to an 

unbiased age estimation with standard 
deviation of 10 minutes (on a cycle of 48 
hours)

•  Excellent linearity between De Risi’s age 
and time measured at Pasteur.

•  Time is slightly faster in Pasteur than in De 
Risi’s lab.



Data normalization

Before After



Data normalization: summary

•  The main « wave effect » due to phase shift has 
disappeared

•  However many gene remain differentially 
expressed, especially in the zones of large 
correction

•  Why?
– Difference between De Risi’s and Pasteur’s data
–  Imperfection of phase estimation
– Nonlinearity of the normalization



HbAS results: age estimation



HbAS age estimation with the 
reference IDC estimated from G-



ART results: age estimation

ART1 ART2



Observation

•  Cell cycle seems to slow down in AS 
(coherent with visual observation)

•  Cell cycle seems to go backward in ART1/2 
(not coherent with visual observation)

•  But are still on the cell cycle trajectory???



De Risi’s cell cycle in 2D



AS experiment in 2D



HbAS after age normalization



ART1 experiment in 2D



ART2 experiment in 2D



Where goes the transcriptome?

We observe a decoupling of major processes which are usually 
tightly co-regulated

- Some groups of genes continue to follow the « normal » trend
- Glycolytic pathway, ribonucleotide synthesis repressed
- Merozoite genes induced

- Some groups of genes stop to follow the « normal » trend
- DNA duplication, proteasome repressed



Most disregulated GO terms

UP

DOWN



Conclusion

•  Precise age estimation is possible, for each 
channel independently, as long as the 
transcriptome is « normal »

•  Both AS and ART experiments have an 
strong effect on the transcriptome, which 
leaves the normal cell cycle trajectory

•  The tight regulation between different 
pathways seems to be lost
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